Chief Commercial Manager  
All Zonal Railways.

Sub: Issue of Rates Quotation/Certificate- Charging of fee by Railways.

*****

In terms of Board’s Rates Circular No. 33 of 2012 and Corrigenda thereto, instructions were issued regarding levy of charges of ₹ 750/- for issuing the Rates Quotation/Certificate.

Railways have sought some clarifications on the issue which have been examined. It is clarified that (i) Board’s Rates Circular No. 33 of 2012 and Corrigenda thereto clearly stipulates that the charge of ₹ 750 is to be levied per Rate Quotation/Certificate issued, irrespective of number of applications; and (ii) This charge is also leviable in case of Rate Quotations/Certificates issued to Departments/offices of Railways except Vigilance, Refund and Complaint cases being investigated by Railways.

(This disposes off NFR’s reference No. C:/373/RQ/126/Pt IV dated 06.06.2013.)

(Aāshima Mehrotra)  
Director, Traffic Commercial (Rates)  
(Railway Board)